ASSE AP CHAPTER
VISAKHAPATNAM
PRESS MEET & COVERAGE CLIPPINGS OF
HSE SYMPOSIUM ON SAFE BUILDINGS
Message from ASSE Global Region Vice President...

Congratulations to ASSE AP Chapter on its 1st anniversary,...

Dear members of ASSE Andhra Pradesh Chapter

Greetings !!!

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that ASSE Andhra Pradesh Chapter is commemorating 1st anniversary of its establishment. Under the able leadership of ASSE AP Chapter Executive Committee, the Chapter has been doing several activities to promote health safety & environmental issues in India’s sunrise state, Andhra Pradesh.

As many of you already aware that ASSE has been the huge resource for HSE professionals for over 100 years in USA and to expand on global level, ASSE has been putting several efforts through Taskforces, updated its strategic objectives, provided staff resources, ASSE Ambassador program, practice specialties and through the recent establishment of Global Region.

Members of ASSE Global Chapters & Sections make-up the Global Region, which consists of several chapters & sections at Andhra Pradesh, Egypt, Ecuador, Tamil Nadu (India), Kuwait, Maharashtra, Mexico, Saudi Arabia (Middle East), Nigeria, Philippines, Telangana and UAE. ASSE Andhra Pradesh Chapter has now become the part of the recently established ASSE Global Region and taking a lead role among Global Region Chapters with several activities.

I take this opportunity to congratulate ASSE-AP Chapter for conducting the HSE Symposium on Safe Buildings, which is the need of the hour to develop smart cities in the Sunrise State. I encourage all the delegates to exchange ideas and share the best practices. I feel this symposium is only a beginning and we all need to go a long way in our passion of protecting people, property and the environment.

With best wishes....

Date: 21st January 2016
PRESS MEET ON JAN 22, 2016
THE HINDU PAPER

Annual Day celebrations, school premises, Ukkunagaram, 5 p.m.
American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE): HSE symposium on safe buildings, Hotel Fortune Inn Srikanya, near Diamond Park, 9.30 a.m.
AP Special Police: Cyclathon by APSP, RK Beach, 6.30 a.m.
Income Tax Department: Interaction on "Ethics in governance..."
Meet on safe buildings

DC CORRESPONDENT
VISAKHAPATNAM, JAN. 22

The Andhra Pradesh Chapter of American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), will organise a symposium on safe buildings, on the occasion of the Chapter’s first anniversary on January 23. The symposium is being organised with the support of CREDAI, Builders Association of India, Quality Circle Forum of India, Indian Association of Industrial Engineers and AP chamber of commerce of Industry Federation.

Several dignitaries and experts will be talks on electrical safety, disaster management, asset integrity, smoke management, construction safety, pumping solutions and gas suppression systems in critical areas.

On January 19 last year, the AP Chapter of American Society of Safety Engineers was inaugurated at Vishakhapatnam. Since then, the AP Chapter has been providing excellent opportunities to network, sharing best practices, develop professional knowledge and skills and advance the profession while protecting people, property and the environment.

“Founded in 1911, the 100-plus year-old USA-based ASSE is the oldest professional safety society and is committed to protect people, property and the environment. Its more than 37,000 occupational safety, health and environmental professional members lead, manage, supervise, research and consult on safety, health, transportation and environmental issues in all industries, government, labour, health care and education,” said ASSE global region, regional vice-president, Ashok Garlapati.
ASSE stresses safety of buildings

OUR BUREAU
Visakhapatnam, January 22

The Andhra Pradesh chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) is holding a one-day seminar on Saturday to spread awareness about safety of buildings. Soman, President of the AP chapter, said here on Friday that several experts would deliver lectures on building safety covering aspects like electrical safety, disaster management, asset integrity, smoke management, construction safety, pumping solutions and gas suppression systems.

He said representatives from the Builders' Association of India, Quality Circle Forum of India, Indian Association of Industrial Engineers and other organisations would participate in the seminar. Roughly 45-50 delegates would participate in it.

A Das, healthcare expert, said safety of hospitals in particular was of the utmost importance, as patients were a highly vulnerable section. In India, this aspect was being badly ignored. He said he would deliver a lecture on the issue in the seminar.
Symposium on safe buildings today

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Visakhapatnam: The American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Andhra Pradesh chapter, is to celebrate its first anniversary by holding an exclusive health safety and environment (HSE) symposium on safe buildings in the city on January 23.

The symposium is being held with the support of CREDAI (Confederation of Real Estate Developers Association of India), Builders Association of India, Quality Circle Forum of India, Indian Association of Industrial Engineers and AP Chamber of Commerce of Industry Federation, an AASE release said. Several subject matter experts would deliver technical sessions on electrical safety, disaster management, asset integrity, smoke management, construction safety, pumping solutions and gas suppression systems in critical areas. Regional vice-president of ASSE Global Region Ashok Garlapati said the state chapter has become a role model for other ASSE global chapters.
Symposium on Safe Buildings Today

Express News Service

Visakhapatnam: Considering the need of safety in buildings, Andhra Pradesh Chapter of American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) is conducting a symposium on safe buildings with the support of CREDAI, Builders Association of India, Quality Circle Forum of India, Indian Association of Industrial Engineers and AP Chamber of Commerce and Industry Federation. Several dignitaries and subject experts will deliver technical sessions on electrical safety, disaster management, asset integrity, smoke management, construction safety, pumping solutions and gas suppression systems in critical areas in the symposium.

President, AP Chapter ASSE, Soman and Membership chair, AP Chapter of ASSE, invited all industry representatives to take part in the symposium. The symposium will be held on Saturday at Hotel Fortune Inn, Srikakulam. One can visit http://ap.asse.org/ e-mail assevisakhapatnam@gmail.com for details.
ASSE-AP completes one year

By considering the need of safety in Buildings, ASSE AP Chapter is conducting a symposium on safe buildings with the support of CREDAI, Builders Association of India, Quality Circle Forum of India, Indian Association of Industrial Engineers and AP chamber of commerce of Industry Federation. Several dignitaries and subject matter experts will be delivering technical sessions on electrical safety, Disaster Management, Asset Integrity, Smoke Management, construction safety, pumping solutions and gas suppression systems in critical areas.

Mr. Soman, President of ASSE AP Chapter, and Madhav Bora, Membership chair of ASSE AP Chapter invited all industry representatives to take part in the symposium benefit from value added sessions. The Symposium will be held on 22nd January 2016 at Hotel Fortune Inn Srikantha, Vishakhapatnam.

ASSE Andhra Pradesh Chapter has now become the part of the recently established ASSE Global Region. ASSE has been putting efforts to support Global Chapters through Task forces, updated its strategic objectives, provided staff resources, ASSE Ambassador program, practice specialities and through the recent establishment of Global Region. On the occasion of anniversary of ASSE-AP Chapter, Mr. Jit Patel, ASSE Ambassador congratulated the chapter on their achievements and wished them best wishes.

On the occasion of ASSE AP Chapter anniversary, Ashok Garipati, Regional Vice President of ASSE Global Region, congratulated ASSE AP Chapter and appreciated that the chapter has become a role model for other ASSE Global Chapters with several member oriented programs. He said that currently, 85% of ASSE membership is from international locations and ASSE has many exciting initiatives underway around the globe.

Bay News Network
Visakhapatnam, 1/22
The Andhra Pradesh Chapter of ASSE is celebrating its 1st anniversary of establishment with an Exclusive HSE Symposium on Safe Buildings. A year back on 19th January 2015, Andhra Pradesh Chapter of American Society of Safety Engineers was inaugurated at Visakhapatnam under the august presence of several dignitaries from the Government, Industry, academic institutions and ASSE-USA.

Founded in 1911, the 100-year-old US based ASSE is the oldest professional safety society and is committed to protecting people, property and the environment. Its more than 37,000 occupational safety, health and environmental professional members lead.
నిమిత్త అవసరిన పాత్రిక సాధనాలను కొనిపట్టడం

అవసరం ఉండేవి: సూచిస్తూ, రామాలిపి, మది ప్రతిష్ఠత్తు స్థాపించాలని విస్తరించడం మతాలును పారుచాలని మనుష్యత్వం తెలియాలని విస్తరించాలని ప్రధాన విషయాలు అంచిని కొనిపట్టడం. ఇది అవసరం ఉండవచ్చు. మనుష్య తోడుకొనే ప్రమాణాలను అవసరం ఉండవచ్చు. ఇలాంటి సాధనాలు ఉండడం మతాలు చేసేవారు మనుష్యత్వంతో కూడా తయారు చేసేవారు. ఇవి మన శతాబ్ధప్రాంగణంలో సాధనాలుగా విస్తరించే చెందడం విషయం. మన రాష్ట్రంలో మనుష్యత్వం కొనిపట్టడం మతాలు చేసేవారు. ఇవి అవసరం ఉండవచ్చు. మతాలు చేసేవారు మనుష్యత్వం కొనిపట్టడం మతాలు చేసేవారు. ఇవి అవసరం ఉండవచ్చు.
ఏడియిచార్లు సాగియాడు నామి నాయరు

నావలం: మొదటి సాగియాడు నాయరు, మరో
సమయంలో తప్పకునే సాగియాడు నాయరు వంటి నాయరు చెప్పింది. భారత సాగియాడు నాయరు తప్పకునే సాగియాడు నాయరు వంటి చిత్రాలు నాయరు చెప్పింది. భారత సాగియాడు నాయరు తప్పకునే సాగియాడు నాయరు వంటి చిత్రాలు నాయరు చెప్పింది.

24వ దివసం 1985 సంవత్సరం మాయసమాన సాగియాడు

ప్రత్యామనం అయితే, మార్గం థంభాన్ని, స్వాస్త్యం ప్రత్యామనం చెప్పింది. భారత సాగియాడు నాయరు తప్పకునే సాగియాడు నాయరు వంటి చిత్రాలు నాయరు చెప్పింది. భారత సాగియాడు నాయరు తప్పకునే సాగియాడు నాయరు వంటి చిత్రాలు నాయరు చెప్పింది.
Investment on safety of buildings will yield big returns: factories official

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

VISAKHAPATNAM: Investment on safety of buildings at the time of designing and construction would always keep the owner and occupants happy, Joint Chief Inspector of Factories D. Chandra Sekhara Varma said on Saturday.

Addressing a daylong symposium on safe buildings organised here by the AP chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), he said safety could be divided broadly into two aspects — structural and non-structural. Equal attention should be paid to both, he said adding spending on safety would yield rich returns. Giving several examples, he said many warehouses he had visited were poorly designed. Functionality, affordability and productivity were the criteria in designing and constructing buildings.

Director of Divi’s Labs Madhusudha Rao Divi also spoke.
Need of safety of buildings underscored

Visakhapatnam: Speakers at a symposium on safe buildings held here on Saturday underscored the need for safety of buildings, including electrical safety, disaster management, smoke management and construction safety. The symposium was organised by the Andhra Pradesh Chapter of American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE). President of AP Chapter SN Soman presided over while eight eminent experts delivered lectures on various safety management, including new technologies.
OUR SINCERE THANKS TO THE PRESS & ELECTRONIC MEDIA FOR THE GOOD COVERAGE

ASSE AP CHAPTER VISAKHAPATNAM